This chapter explains how states choose nation-building policies. Specifically, I focus on the strategic choice to use exclusionary state-planned nation-building policies toward non-core groups\(^1\) instead of assimilating them or granting them minority rights. I define nation-building as the process whereby ruling political elites attempt to make the political and the national units overlap.\(^2\) To achieve this overlap, these elites construct and impose a common national identity on the population of the state. Legitimacy in the modern state is connected to popular rule and thus majorities. Nation-building is the process through which these majorities are constructed.

Some countries are, or are at least thought of as, more homogeneous than others. For example, Japan is more homogeneous along ethnic and religious lines than Bosnia-Herzegovina or Nigeria. We know that countries that are considered homogeneous today were not necessarily so in the nineteenth century. For example, in Italy during the 1860s, “only 3 per cent of the population spoke the north Italian version elevated to official status, and no more than 10 per cent understood it.”\(^3\) Things in Italy are quite different today. The consensus in the literature is that this homogeneity has been constructed.\(^4\)

---

1. Any aggregation of individuals that is perceived as an ethnic group (the relevant marker can be linguistic, religious, physical, ideological) by the ruling political elite of a country at the beginning of the period analyzed, I call a “non-core group.” For a more detailed discussion of this definition, see Harris Mylonas, Assimilation and its Alternatives: The Making of Co-National, Refugees, and Minorities, Ph.D. Dissertation, Yale University, 2008, pp. 50–52.


Within existing state borders, a wide range of possible strategies can lead to a more homogeneous country. Once a government decides who constitutes the core group and what the criteria of inclusion are, it pursues policies to construct a homogeneous nation-state. But how do ruling elites choose among these policies? What explains variation in nation-building policies across groups and over time? Many arguments, ranging from ethnic antipathy, racism, and ethnic dominance to strictly security considerations, have been proposed to explain aspects of this variation. Many of the existing theories, however, focus on explaining the occurrence of the most violent state policies such as genocide, mass killing, or ethnic cleansing. As a result, they end up over-aggregating the different “peaceful” outcomes under the residual category of “non-violent.” As Stevan Pavlowitch notes, “There is a fascination with victims: the massacre of populations is more interesting than their daily lives.” The argument I advance in this chapter accounts for both violent and non-violent policies toward non-core groups.

I propose a categorical conceptualization of nation-building which posits three possible state policies: assimilation, accommodation, or exclusion. The ruling elites can pursue educational, cultural, occupational, marital, demographic, political, and other state policies aimed at getting


8. To be sure, these policies are not always terminal. For instance, a government that pursues a policy of assimilation in $T_0$ might choose deportation or genocide in $T_1$. 
the non-core group to adopt the core group’s culture and way of life. This is assimilation. Alternatively, they can retain the non-core group in the state, but grant the group special minority rights. Certain “differences” of the non-core group are respected, and institutions that regulate and perpetuate these differences are put in place. This is accommodation. Finally, they can physically remove the non-core group through population exchange, deportation, or mass killing. This is exclusion. Exclusionary policies are the most violent. Assimilationist policies could be either violent or non-violent. Accommodation refers to non-violent policies. What distinguishes these policies is the different intention behind each. Despite the voluminous literatures on national integration, state-sponsored nationalism, and nationalist movements, there is no theory that specifies the conditions under which a state is likely to assimilate, accommodate, or exclude a non-core group.

Following World War I, modernization theorists discussed national integration as a by-product of industrialization, urbanization, and political development. They emphasized the importance of economic transformations for identity change and suggested that national integration is a result of these processes. But these theories never specify who pursues these policies and in what fashion. This set of theories gives little attention to direct state involvement in the process of nation-building. As Anthony Smith put it, “the role of the state is simply to act as a handmaid of history, whose goal is a world of large-scale nation-states or regions.”


Later generations of social scientists provided microfoundations for the various modernization theories.\textsuperscript{12} These studies embraced the unplanned character of national integration posited by the modernization theorists. Their work, inspired by methodological individualism, focused on the calculations individuals make with respect to identity choices. However, individual-level decisions are always structured by the context of state policies. Without a theory that accounts for variation in state-planned policies toward non-core groups, we cannot have a complete theory of nation-building; the “supply side” of the phenomenon is under-theorized.

To address some of these shortcomings and enrich our understanding of the “supply side” of nation-building, my argument focuses on the importance of international, geostrategic concerns for nation-building policies. “Minorities” are often used as a pretext to fight expansionary wars or to destabilize neighboring countries, triggering specific—and predictable—policy responses by the targeted states. I argue that a state’s choices of nation-building policies toward non-core groups are driven by its foreign policy goals and interstate relations. The foreign policy goals of a host state may be revisionist or status quo. Revisionist states have lost territory in war and are unhappy with the international status quo; their foreign policy goals are focused on overturning it. Status-quo states have gained territory in war, are content with the international distribution of resources and want to preserve it. Interstate relations can take the form of rivalry or alliance; these in turn are influenced by—but independent from—international alliance blocs.\textsuperscript{13}

I make four predictions. First, a host state is more likely to exclude a non-core group when the state has revisionist aims and the group is backed by a rival state. Second, a host state is more likely to assimilate a non-core group if the state favors the status quo and the non-core group is supported by a rival state. Third, a host state is more likely to accommodate a non-core group if that group is supported by an allied state. Fourth, assimilation is more likely if the non-core group has no external support. Figure 4.1 depicts these predictions.


\textsuperscript{13} For more details on the logic of the theory outlined here, see Mylonas, Assimilation and its Alternatives, chap. 1.
My contribution to this volume is organized into three sections. In the first section, I discuss two prevalent problems that scholars of nation-building policies face: the politics of “counting people,” and the tendency to conflate intentions and policy outcomes. In the second section, I use material from my research on the Balkans to test part of my argument and illustrate the ways in which I address these problems. Finally, I conclude by exploring the implications of my argument for nation-building policies today.

**Methodological Problems in the Study of Nation-building Policies**

Scholars who study state-planned nation-building policies and the reactions to these policies have been faced with two fundamental problems: the politics of “counting people” and distinguishing intentions from policy outcomes. The first issue refers to the difficulties and politics involved in three interrelated choices: identifying a group as an “ethnic group” or a “minority,” deciding on an estimate of its population, and studying it as a relatively unitary and homogeneous entity. The most common methodological problems resulting are selection bias and over-aggregated actors. The second difficulty refers to the “revealed preferences problem” in the social sciences, namely the practice of inferring an actor’s intentions by taking statements at face value or just observing the outcomes on the ground. Disentangling the relationship between intentions, policies, implementation, and outcomes is necessary to understand the process of nation-building. Both of these challenges hinder the study of state-planned nation-building policies. Not addressing them in our research can lead to wrongheaded theories. This chapter stands as a critique to studies in comparative politics and international relations which fail to address these problems.
The Politics of “Counting People”

The politics surrounding statistics on “ethnic minorities” is an extremely problematic aspect of the study of nation-building. First, whoever is doing the counting many times determines the results. Second, even if we assume that the existing statistics on ethnic composition are accurate, we can never be sure that the categories used in a census were the most salient ones for the people on the ground. For example, depending on which dimension the state census committee chooses to highlight —religious affiliation, mother tongue, regional identity, racial categories, or ethnic background — it can produce a very different “ethnic structure.”

An aggregate approach to issues related to nation-building is precarious and cannot serve as the final word. Using census data to explain nation-building policies is, to an extent, confusing the outcome for the cause. Census data on “ethnicity” are part and parcel of nation-building policies and so are maps and atlases. The obvious case is that of groups which are not represented in census categories and are thus muted.

Take the Ottoman Empire, for example, which granted official status only to religious communities (millet). The Ottoman censuses record Muslims, Orthodox Christians, Gregorian Christians, Jews, and later on Catholics and Protestants. Ottoman statistics provide no information about language, cultural difference, or national consciousness. In the Balkan Peninsula in particular, this meant that Muslim Albanian-speakers, Tatars, Turkish-speakers, Donmehs (Jewish converts to Islam), and other Muslim groups were all under the broad “Muslim” category. Similarly, all Christian Orthodox people—Slavic-speakers with various national affiliations, Albanian-speakers, Greek-speakers, Vlach-speakers, Sarakatsans, and so forth—were considered members of the “Rum” millet, represented by the Greek-dominated Patriarchate in Istanbul.

The transition from empire to nation-state occurred in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and with it a transition in the relevant recorded categories occurred. The same inhabitants of these territories were now aggregated with respect to language or a notion of national consciousness that was, at least initially, vague. This was the face of modernity in the region. Modern states in Western Europe recorded language use and national origin in their censuses, and the Balkan states followed suit in order to be on equal footing and to try to prove their historical rights to disputed territories. In the hands of the ruling political elites of the Balkan states, the census was part of a broader war for the hearts and minds of the newly incorporated rural populations.

Most studies rely either on census categories or on material produced by the elites of “oppressed” groups. Both sources are inadequate if our research question has to do with state-planned nation-building policies. For example, when we use census data, we are likely to get deflated popula-

tion estimates of most non-core groups and no estimates for the ones that are targeted with assimilationist policies. Similarly, if we try to discern the ethnic makeup of a country or a region using material produced by the elites of non-core groups, we often encounter propaganda that inflates the numbers of non-core groups. In this latter case, however, what is more disconcerting is that we are not capturing any of the non-core groups whose elites have been successfully co-opted, or any non-core groups with no elites. Selection bias is therefore almost unavoidable.

How can we overcome this situation where available statistics are capturing host states’ nation-building policies instead of realities on the ground? One way to avoid this bias is to shun data from conflict-ridden territories until a fair amount of time has passed. Biased estimates and census manipulation are much more likely in contested areas. Focusing on such cases only exacerbates the problem. Detached historical research can put things into perspective. For example, Yugoslavia and Austria both claimed Carinthia for the first half of the twentieth century. According to the Austrian census of 1951, there were only 7,000 Slovenes in the Klagenfurt area of Carinthia, while the Yugoslavs claimed that there were more than 35,000. What accounts for this discrepancy? The Austrian census grouped people by “language used daily” into nine identity categories: “German, Slovène, Windisch (a Slovenian dialect), and six combinations of the three.”\textsuperscript{15} Scholars had no way to tell how many “Slovenes” were living there. Moreover, the population inhabiting Carinthia could be grouped in various different ways depending on the census question. Data from contested territories are unreliable; scholars studying such areas should be upfront about the various sources of bias.

Another solution involves looking at census data that were produced prior to significant political changes in a region. In the case of Southeastern Europe, I overcame several problems with the help of the Ottoman censuses from the nineteenth century, as well as confidential diplomatic reports prior to World War I.

The ideal solution, however, is to move our attention to state policymakers and take their perceptions seriously. The ruling political elites, who are central to the planning of nation-building policies, know that they cannot ignore non-core groups. These governmental officials, ministers, and governors write reports and confidential documents concerning groups of people that rarely come up in censuses. They are treasures for both building and testing hypotheses. In the empirical section of this chapter, I rely primarily on such sources.

Intentions vs. Outcomes

In the nation-building process, intentions, policy choices, and policy outcomes are definitely linked, yet intentions are not always translated into policy choices, nor do those choices always produce the desired outcome. Moreover, policy choices are sometimes a function of capabilities and not of intentions. For example, the latter are sometimes veiled because of external intervention by an international organization or a great power. Moreover, private interests and biases of state officials, especially at lower levels of the administration, interfere in the planning and implementation of state policies. As a result, many theories are developed and tested on “events” that were unintended consequences or “forced” outcomes rather than accurate reflections of the administration’s intentions. The outcome often is deceptive empirical support for or incorrect falsification of theories.

An archival approach can help us address the revealed-preferences problem. Studying the decision-making process that led to nation-building policies helps differentiate between the intentions of the administration toward a particular non-core group and the actual policy plan that it eventually adopts. One might argue that this is not necessary because what actually matters in politics is the policy that is implemented. However, if we want to understand why state officials choose particular nation-building policies and not others, studying only the observed outcomes will not suffice.

For example, two different non-core groups might be granted the same minority rights, but with a different reasoning behind each case. In practical terms, the reasoning matters because it most likely will inform the policy implementation. In theoretical terms, understanding elites’ reasons can help distinguish between rival explanations. For instance, a hypothesis might predict the granting of minority rights to a non-core group, but for completely different reasons than the ones that were behind the actual decision. In this case, although the hypothesis makes the “right” prediction, it does not capture the logic behind the policy.

In the next section I use empirical evidence from my archival research in the Balkans to test my argument against alternatives and address many of the methodological caveats I discussed above.

Nation-building in Western Macedonia, 1916–1920

What accounts for variation in nation-building policies toward different non-core groups within one state? I find that the Greek government chose its nation-building policies based not on objective measures of cultural distance or deep-rooted ethnic hatred, but rather on security and geostrategic concerns. The diplomatic relations between rival states and Greece
largely determined both the perception of the non-core groups inside Greece and their consequent treatment.16

My analysis is based on archival research conducted in Greece in 2005 and 2006.17 For the purposes of this chapter, I rely mostly on a compilation of reports written by Ioannis Eliakis between 1916 and 1920.18 Prime Minister Eleftherios Venizelos sent Eliakis to be a representative of the “National Defense” revolutionary government in the region of Western Macedonia.19 Eliakis later became the Governor-General of Western Macedonia. From 1916 to 1920, he was the ultimate authority in that region. His decisions overrode those of any other state official, including military officers. His reports had a wide range of recipients: the Prime Minister, the Ministries of the Interior, Foreign Affairs, and the Ministry of Military Affairs.20

Using both secondary sources and archival material, I focus on the national integration efforts in Western Macedonia. This nation-building effort took place during the turbulent context following the Balkan Wars21 and during World War I, in a region that was under the same administrative system—the Ottoman Empire—for centuries and involved a linguistically, religiously, and culturally heterogeneous population.

Interstate alliances shifted in the region over this period, and a few shifts in territorial control occurred. During World War I, Greece was fighting for the restoration of its gains from the Balkan wars (revisionist). Following World War I, Greece was trying to secure its territorial gains (status quo). Moreover, some non-core groups had no external backing, some were backed by allied states, and some were backed by enemy states. The combination of the above characteristics and the important variation in my main independent variables render this region an ideal location to study the politics of nation-building and test my theory.

16. For a more detailed treatment of this case study and additional material on the geopolitical situation, see Mylonas, Assimilation and its Alternatives, chap. 2.
17. I conducted this research at the Museum of the Macedonian Struggle, Pavlos Kalligas Archive (PKA). All translations from the archival material are mine.
18. Ioannis Eliakis was a close friend of Prime Minister Venizelos from the island of Crete. He was born in 1878 and moved to Greek Macedonia in July of 1916. For more information on Eliakis and his life, see Ioannis Eliakis, Η Περίοδος της Αμοιβαίας (The history of sixty years with pictures and documents), (Hania, 1940).
20. PKA, Eliakis to Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs, January 22, 1920.
21. The First Balkan War involved Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece, and Montenegro against the Ottoman Empire in 1912–1913. The Second Balkan War involved Bulgaria against Greece and Serbia in 1913.
Map 4.1. Western Macedonia, Greece.

Studying a specific region thoroughly allows me to trace the logic behind the nation-building policies proposed by the Greek administration. We rarely have the opportunity to access the reasoning behind the planning of such measures. This type of evidence allows me to test the causal mechanisms I have in mind. Additionally, by focusing on one region, I can control for many state- and regional-level hypotheses such as levels of economic development, regime type, elite understandings of nationhood, and international norms, and test the plausibility of my argument against three main alternative arguments: the cultural distance, status reversal, and homeland arguments.
According to the *cultural distance* argument, the larger the cultural difference between the non-core group and the core group, the more likely exclusionary policies become. Only groups that fit the criteria of the core group should be targeted with assimilationist policies. The *status reversal* theory argues that the more intense the past conflict between the dominant group and the non-core group, the more likely exclusion becomes once the roles are reversed. Finally, according to the *homeland* argument, elites in a national homeland make credible commitments to co-ethnics in the near abroad; this in turn makes the non-core group assertive, and can lead to a secessionist war. The implicit prediction with respect to nation-building policies is that minorities with national homelands are likely to be mobilized along ethnic lines against the core group; and thus targeted with exclusionary policies by the host state rather than assimilation or accommodation.22

**Integrating Western Macedonia: Intentions and Policies**

The population residing in the “New Lands”23 was far from being linguistically, ethnically, religiously, or culturally homogeneous. The inhabitants of the region were mostly peasants who lived in a world of corporate privileges for religious groups rather than individual rights. Industrial development was almost non-existent in Western Macedonia.24 Moreover, the inhabitants were mostly illiterate, living in more or less homogeneous villages but overall mixed eparchies.

National categories such as “Greek,” “Bulgarian,” or “Turkish” did not signify the same thing to everybody, and nothing at all to many people. Sometimes people would call all Orthodox Christians “Greeks,” regardless of their native languages or ethnic backgrounds. Christians would use the term “Turk” to refer to Muslims of all types of ethnic and linguistic background; thus they could mean an Albanian, Bosnian Muslim, Donmeh, or Muslim Vlach. The majority of the population still identified themselves in religious terms. When somebody was called “Bulgarian,” it simply meant that person had joined the Bulgarian Exarchate, a church


23. This is the designation that the Greek government used for the territories annexed in the Balkans Wars and World War I until the late 1920s.

organization established with Russian backing as recently as 1870. Until the early twentieth century, most people collapsed religious and national categories in very counterintuitive ways, from a modern point of view.

Table 4.1 provides us with a categorization of non-core groups in the region, as discussed by the Greek administration in their confidential reports. Despite the fluidity of identities and the superficial character of some identifications, Greek policymakers were convinced that in the 1910s the “pure Greek element” was a minority in Western Macedonia. According to Eliakis, with the exception of the eparchies of Servia and Anasselitsa, in all other eparchies Greeks were a minority. In Kozani, the Muslims were predominant and in Kailaria—today’s Ptolemaida—Muslims and “Bulgarians” prevailed. In the eparchies of Kastoria and Florina, the majority were of the “Bulgarian” element together with a group of people with a fluid national consciousness. In the eparchy of Grevena, the influence of “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs was so great that Eliakis was not sure if there were any “pure Greeks” there.

The Greek government had been thinking of nation-building policies for the population of these lands for over forty years before their actual incorporation; however, officials had to finalize and re-calibrate them after 1913. As Mark Mazower put it, “Much time, money and effort was required by disciples of the new nationalist creeds to convert its inhabitants from their older, habitual ways of referring to themselves, and to turn nationalism itself from the obsession of a small, educated elite to a movement capable of galvanizing masses.”

In the early twentieth century, and especially during the Balkan Wars, we observe a drastic intensification of nation-building policies in the

---

26. An eparchy is a political subdivision of a province of Greece.
newly annexed territories by the three belligerents. Serbs pursued exclusionary policies against Albanians in Kosovo, Bulgarians against Greeks in Eastern Macedonia, and Greeks against Bulgarians in Central Macedonia.30 After the Balkan Wars, the various national programs had already crystallized and internal nation-building intensified. The alliance pattern of the second Balkan War was preserved during World War I. This fact—which could have been otherwise—solidified the cleavages of the Second Balkan War.

Table 4.1. Non-core groups in Greek Macedonia (circa 1916).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-core groups</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Koniareoi</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valaades</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanians</td>
<td>Muslim and Christians</td>
<td>Albanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim Vlachs</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Vlach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomaks</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Slavic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donmehs</td>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>Ladino/Turkish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Christian (Exarchate)</td>
<td>Slavic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Christian (Patriarchate)</td>
<td>Slavic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Romanian-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Christian (Romanian)</td>
<td>Vlach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Christian (Patriarchate)</td>
<td>Vlach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greeks</td>
<td>Christian (Patriarchate)</td>
<td>Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarakatsans</td>
<td>Christian (Patriarchate)</td>
<td>Greek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenian</td>
<td>Christian (Gregorian)</td>
<td>Armenian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsies</td>
<td>Christian (Patriarchate) and Muslim</td>
<td>Gypsy/Romany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jews</td>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>Ladino/French</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Italicized non-core groups are not discussed in Eliakis’s reports.

When World War I broke out, historical Macedonia—the region corresponding roughly to the kingdom of ancient Macedonia—was once again at the center of controversy. Serbia and Bulgaria had entered World War I on the opposite sides of the war. Bulgaria allied with the Central powers, and in 1915, Entente forces landed in Thessaloniki to assist Serbia.

In 1916, Bulgaria occupied Eastern and much of Western Greek Macedonia. This final blow to the territorial integrity of Greece led to the National Defense revolt in Thessaloniki and to the peculiar situation of two governments in Greece. This “national schism” in Greece was the culmination of an ongoing domestic conflict between the pro-German King Constantine and pro-Entente Venizelos. Venizelos’ revolutionary government in Thessaloniki pushed for Greece to enter the war on the side of the Entente and create “Greater Greece”; King Constantine’s plan was to keep out of World War I and sustain a “small but uncorrupted Greece.”
Map 4.3. Boundary Changes after the Balkan Wars, 1912–1913.

Ioannis Eliakis moved to the Western part of Greek Macedonia in July of 1916. In the rest of this section, I describe Eliakis’s thoughts and policy recommendations about each non-core group under his jurisdiction. I structure the discussion based on the religious divide between Muslims and Christians, which was the oldest and most salient cleavage in the region.\(^{31}\) Within each religious group, there were groups speaking different languages and having different national leanings (see Table 4.1). Moreover, some non-core groups had no external backing, some were backed by allied powers, such as Romania, and others were backed by enemy states, such as Bulgaria. During this four-year period, from 1916 to 1920, Greece moved from being a revisionist state to a status quo state, and in certain cases Eliakis’s recommendations changed as well (see Tables 4.2 and 4.3).

**Muslims in Western Macedonia**

Approximately half of the inhabitants of Macedonia in the early twentieth century were Muslims.

After the incorporation of the so-called Aegean Macedonia into the Greek kingdom in 1913, Muslims could have chosen either the Ottoman or the Greek nationality. This was a policy clearly differentiating between the two religious communities and “encouraging” the Muslims that felt strong attachments to the Ottoman Empire to leave. There was variation in the effectiveness of this mechanism of “ethnic unmixing.”

In Western Macedonia, fewer Muslims chose the Ottoman nationality than in other parts of northern Greece. Eliakis attributed this fact to the timely arrest of the Mufti\(^ {32}\) in Kailaria and of certain Beys\(^ {33}\) by the French Army in 1916, as well as to his personal efforts. He summoned all the Mukhtars\(^ {34}\) of the region and explained the program of the Greek authorities, asking them to accept Greek rule. These Mukhtars submitted to the new sovereign, and Eliakis promised to protect their human and community rights from both Greek and foreign authorities.\(^ {35}\)

---


32. A Mufti is a Muslim cleric who gives opinions on Islamic law.

33. A Bey was a Provincial governor in the Ottoman Empire. By the end of nineteenth century, however, the term Bey is used for heads of ruling families, local notables, and military officials.

34. Mukhtar was the Turkish word for community leader, later mayor. They were appointed by the Ottomans in each community and were usually wealthy. The Mukhtar was responsible for enforcing law and order, collecting taxes, and calling the police when necessary. His house also functioned as the base for any visiting government officials.

35. PKA, *The Attitudes of Aliens toward the Movement: Voting Rights*, Eliakis to the Pro-
It is important to remember that Eliakis was from the island of Crete, where he had experienced the co-existence between Muslims and Christians. This experience informed Eliakis’s attitude. More importantly, Prime Minister Venizelos, also from Crete, shared this experience and attitude. In a report to the Ministry of Military Affairs in 1917, Eliakis wrote:

With respect to the Muslims of my jurisdiction I am in the pleasant position to stress that because of my stance toward them, although they have been asked to satisfy many military needs, they understood that the State is protecting everyone irrespectively of race or religion, and this made them even more loyal subjects of our State. Holding the view that we should not grant political rights to the Muslims, since this would corrupt them, I have always argued we will not be able to sever their bonds with the Ottoman State unless we respect their human rights and their religious beliefs. Following this policy will allow us to use them as an important factor in every respect, but more importantly, it will prove that we are able to govern alien people, something necessary in order to enforce order in Macedonia. 36

Not much later, Eliakis noted that the above policy produced amazing results. The Muslims had demonstrated their trust in the state by enthusiastically enlisting in the Greek Army. The benefits from this were clear, because the army needed these “obedient and healthy soldiers.” Eliakis drew a parallel between them and the “Moroccan Spahis”37 fighting for the French and suggested specific policies to ensure the success of this endeavor:

1. create Muslim battalions with their own flag, which should include the half moon in one of its corners; 2. allow each battalion to have an Imam38 for prayer; 3. promote the best to non-commissioned officers; 4. allow them to wear the fez; 5. insert Greek soldiers fluent in Turkish to monitor the behavior of these battalions and spy on them if necessary.39

In general, Eliakis believed Muslims were easy to deal with because of their religion. It was enough to protect their life, honor, and property, respect their religion, and treat them equally. Having political rights was not a concern for them, he believed, as long as they could freely regulate their communal affairs. According to his analysis, if this policy were to be followed, the Muslims would gradually become “civilized” and understand themselves to be an indispensable part of the Greek nation. This would happen especially after the Muslims realized that the Turkish state would not be able to recapture these territories.

---

36. PKA, Conscription of Muslims, Eliakis to the Ministry of Military Affairs, August 25, 1917.
37. Spahis regiments were light cavalry regiments in the French Army recruited primarily from the indigenous populations of French Morocco. The name comes from Sipahi, an Ottoman cavalry man.
38. An Imam is a Muslim prayer leader.
The Muslims of Western Macedonia were not a homogeneous group. Eliakis distinguished between three main non-core groups: Koniareoi, Valaades, and Albanians. Koniareoi were the Turkish-speaking conquerors of Macedonia who came from Anatolia and, according to Eliakis, were still in an “animal state.” The ones that felt closer to the Ottoman Empire would choose the Ottoman nationality and would be “encouraged” to leave. For the rest, he believed that they could be ruled easily through the Koran. The second group was Valaades, the Greek speakers of Vlach origin who had converted to Islam and lived in villages near Anasseltsa. According to Eliakis, many of them were aware of their Greek origin and most did not even speak Turkish. They would be easy to assimilate. As Eliakis put it: “Their assimilation will be complete once they are convinced that religion is not the attribute of Nations, but national consciousness and origin.”

After World War I, Eliakis’s intentions with respect to these two groups were far from exclusionary. Valaades were perceived and treated as if they were Greek. Koniareoi were accommodated in the short term, but the ultimate goal was to assimilate them. Given that they were perceived as a group backed by an enemy power, the Ottoman Empire, and that Eliakis wanted to preserve the favorable status quo, my theory predicts assimilationist policies. Thus it correctly predicts Eliakis’s long-term objectives, even though the actual policies initially looked more like accommodation than assimilation.

Finally, there was also the third group the Muslim Albanians. According to Eliakis, religion did not matter to them and their Albanian consciousness prevailed. The Albanians differed from the Koniareoi, who were looking toward Istanbul for protection. Many Albanians had economic interests in the Greek territories, emphasized the common origins of Greeks and Albanians, and worked for Greek-Albanian cooperation.

Two elements made Eliakis suggest a different treatment of Albanians: the desire to maintain friendly relations with the newly born state (Albania), and the distinct Albanian consciousness of this population, which disassociated them from other Muslims. He wrote:

If there is an Albanian State after the War it is to our benefit that this State is friendly to us. Thus, I think we should not take the same measures toward the Albanians ruled by our regime that we take against the other Muslims. We should not for example confiscate their land as if it was abandoned, even if it really is, as long as they do not emigrate to Turkey. The confiscated land of the Albanians who emigrated for a while but came back and declared their loyalty to our regime has to be returned to them even if their loyalty is not sincere.
Albania, which was established in 1913 but not yet a functional entity due to the outbreak of World War I, would be a new state that Greece had many reasons to befriend. The Albanians in the Greek kingdom could operate as guarantors of friendly relations with Albania. The national interest would be better served by making this small material sacrifice of not confiscating Albanian land. Eliakis’s proposal was implemented by the government a year and a half later. Thus the Albanians, members of a non-core group backed by a neutral power, were accommodated by the Greek administration, consistent with my theory.

The alternative hypotheses (see Tables 4.3 and 4.4) all incorrectly predict exclusionary policies toward the Albanians because they spoke a different language and had a different religion; they had a newly minted homeland; and they had been traditionally allied with the Turks within the dominant Muslim millet during Ottoman times. Similarly, all three alternative hypotheses predict that the Greek administration should have excluded the Koniairopi population because it was Muslim, spoke a different language and used to be the privileged group during the Ottoman times. While this was partially true during the Balkan Wars and World War I, it certainly does not appear to be in Eliakis’s intentions and actions following World War I.

**Christians in Western Macedonia**

SLAVIC-SPEAKING CHRISTIANS

Having tested my theory on non-core groups with a different world religion from the core group, I now turn to non-core groups that shared the same religion (although not necessarily the same denomination) with the core group, but spoke a different language. The Slavic-speaking population of the region—especially the part loyal to the Bulgarian Exarchate—was considered a Bulgarian national minority by the Bulgarian state.

“BULGARIAN-LEANING” SLAVS.

Although Eliakis was not worried about the loyalty of the various Muslim groups, he was less optimistic with respect to the Christian Orthodox, “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs. These were people who sided with the Bulgarian Exarchate after its establishment in 1870. His reasoning, however, was not one of cultural differences or affinities but rather of diplomatic relations and war dynamics. He believed that if there had been no Second Balkan War in Macedonia, then:

---

389, January 27, 1917. Note: The date for Abstract of No. 389 report appears as 1918 in the original document but this must be a mistake. First, the report is addressed to the Provisional Government, which did not exist in 1918; second, the report is between reports from 1916 and 1917.

44. One of the reasons for this fact was that the Albanians could be Greece’s allies in case of a pan-Slavic alliance in the Balkans.
the local Bulgarians would be so audacious that [Greek] Macedonia would be everything but Greek, since the ‘Bulgarians’ would be able to freely express their Bulgarian feelings. However, the second war followed and the local ‘Bulgarians’ were discouraged and converts to the schism [the Exarchate] presented themselves as orthodox [loyal to the Patriarchate] and Greeks, supposedly forced to convert religiously and consequently to change their nationality as well. In the midst of that terror, our state should have put aside everything else and focused its efforts on cementing in the hearts of the population these [national] ideas...It did almost nothing instead.\textsuperscript{45}

Eliakis criticized the Greek government because it did not send its best civil servants and educators to Macedonia. He strongly believed that if there were schools in every village and if Greek priests took the place of those backing the Bulgarian Exarchate, then the population would have been assimilated quickly. However, the civil servants were below average, and many of them came in order to make a fortune; moreover, only a few schools started operating right away, and no priests were sent to the villages that returned to the jurisdiction of the Patriarchate. Despite all of these complaints, Eliakis was optimistic:

if we try to change the souls of the population, it should be easy to do, since they are used to being changed. They tell me that in one trial which took place in Florina during Turkish rule...a witness was asked by the President of the Court what his nationality was and he replied that eight years ago he was Bulgarian, two years later he became a Greek and remained such for three years, after which he became Bulgarian again....And he found this identity change unproblematic and really believed in each period that he was what [nationality] he thought he was. Thus if we work not spasmodically...but systematically, it would be possible to make the local population believe they have become Greeks and if they maintain this conviction for a long time it will be possible that they will really become such.\textsuperscript{46}

The grave results from the government’s inaction with respect to the assimilation of the local population were obvious during the Bulgarian attack in Western Macedonia, when many Slavic speakers welcomed Bulgarian soldiers as liberators. A further indicator of the pro-Bulgarian sentiment from a part of the local population was that even when the Entente (French and British) forces pushed out the Bulgarian troops, many believed they would come back. Some of them followed the defeated troops, hoping they would return as victors.

Following the Bulgarian defeat in the area, the Entente forces treated the people residing in Western Macedonia badly because they had demonstrated pro-Bulgarian feelings. The only refuge for these people was to adopt the Greek national identity and demonstrate their loyalty to the Greek state. According to Eliakis, this was an opportune moment for the Greek administration to achieve in two years what it would otherwise not be able to achieve in ten. The Slavic-speakers of Western Macedonia were trying to prove their “Greekness” by protesting the lack of schools. Once

\textsuperscript{45} PKA, \textit{The State of Affairs of the Population in Western Macedonia}, Eliakis to the President of the Council of Ministers, Abstract of Report No. 7861, October 19, 1918.

\textsuperscript{46} Ibid.
again, the Greek government did not act upon this opportunity because of administrative failure. While Eliakis was writing his report in 1918, most schools remained closed and Athens did not provide schoolbooks.

Eliakis was not optimistic about assimilating the older Slavic-speaking population in the region, and he suggested that most policies should focus on the younger generation. He expected the best results to come from orphanages and girls’ boarding schools. He also insisted that, based on experience, the assimilation of “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs could not entail solely cultural and educational measures; it had to entail terror as well.

During World War I, methods such as deportations, arrests, and even killings were legitimized by the fact that Bulgaria was an enemy power fighting on the side of the Central Powers (the German, Austro-Hungarian, and Ottoman Empires). During peacetime—when Eliakis was writing this report—violent measures were harder to justify and pursue without attracting the attention of the international community. Furthermore, Greece was in favor of the international status quo. Nevertheless, Eliakis suggested that violent measures were essential even in peacetime in order to neutralize any obstruction to peaceful assimilation policies.

Indeed, the Greek government had passed a law during World War I that facilitated the deportation of individuals considered dangerous to the public order. Eliakis built on that law and suggested it had to be enforced when necessary. He thought that Greek authorities should deport not just the guilty party but his whole family. Moreover, the deportation and the reasons for it should be made known to the whole community.

The possibility of deporting all of the “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs from Macedonia was suggested and described as a more “radical” measure of nationalizing the territory. However, Eliakis quickly dismissed this idea because “on the one hand, this would make a terrible impression to the liberal people of the civilized world, and, on the other, because we do not have those [Greeks], with whom we could replace them.”

In 1919, the repatriation of Greeks from Anatolia was unlikely, especially because the Greek kingdom needed to keep them where they were in order to justify its campaign to the East. Under such circumstances, a mass deportation of all the Bulgarian-speakers would lead to a severe depopulation of Macedonia. This would make the kingdom look weak.

Moreover, the Greek government had to act as a civilized liberal polity in the eyes of the international community. This was the first concern of the Governor-General of Western Macedonia. In 1919, while considering a deportation proposal made by Konstantinos Mazarakis-Ainian, Eliakis writes:

47. Ibid.
49. Konstantinos Mazarakis-Ainian (1869–1949) was the commander of the Xanthi division, which occupied Western Thrace for Greece.
In case of a deportation of ‘Bulgarians’ there will be a terrible manipulation of the affair. If we listen to the advice of the Greeks then there is a danger either of turning Northern Macedonia into a deserted land, which would call for the intervention of Europe and would damage our reputation in the eyes of the civilized world, or of providing the opportunity to these Greeks of all sorts of blackmail that would disturb human consciousness.$^{50}$

For the above reasons, Eliakis concluded that the most sensible policy was assimilation. He argued that if the right measures were taken, only a few would not be assimilated:

We are obliged to follow the hard and rough way of proselytizing, through good and expensive administration, systematically in all sectors of the administration. I am certain that with such administration we will rapidly have results. And instead of transplanting the local population with the danger of not replacing them, through this kind of administration, we will implant in them our ideas and turn them into fanatic Greeks, more fanatic than the old Greeks.$^{51}$

With respect to the “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs, my theory correctly predicted Eliakis’s preferred policies. During World War I, terror and intense assimilationist policies would have achieved the exclusion of the pro-Bulgarian population and successfully assimilated the rest of the Slavic-speaking population. “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs were backed by a rival power while the Greek administration was fighting a war to recapture its lost territories. Following World War I, Greece wanted to preserve the international status quo in Macedonia, thus intense assimilationist policies were the preferred choice and exclusionary policies would only target specific families of agitators.

For the whole period under study, 1916–1920, external interference never stopped. Bulgarian agitators were present in all of Macedonia. Toward the end of the period under study, a voluntary population exchange between Greece and Bulgaria under the Treaty of Neuilly in 1919 was the middle road actually followed by the Greek government on this issue. As a result, about 56,000 “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs left Greece for Bulgaria by the mid-1920s, “in many cases being forced to emigrate by the Greek authorities.”$^{52}$ After 1919, a mix of assimilationist and selectively targeted exclusionary policies was the actual policy followed toward this group.

All but one of the alternative hypotheses predict exclusionary policies toward the “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs because they spoke a different language; were organized under a different religion organization, the Exarchate; and had a national homeland. The status-reversal argument is

the only one that predicts assimilationist policies, because the “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs were also disadvantaged during the Ottoman times, along with the rest of the Christians. Because of the mixed strategy followed toward the “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs, all hypotheses find support. Significantly for my argument, however, the group was not accommodated.

“GRECOMANOI” OR “GREEK-LEANING” SLAVS.
“Grecomanoi” was a term used to indicate Slavic speakers with Greek national consciousness. These people had sided with Greek guerrilla troops during the Macedonian Struggle (1903–1908) and had resisted the influence of the Exarchate. They were not mobilized by a competing claim and were, as expected, targeted with assimilationist policies. Looking solely at the cultural differences of this non-core group from the core group could lead to a prediction of exclusion, because they spoke a different language and were of Slavic origins. The homeland argument likewise incorrectly predicts exclusion because Bulgaria could be understood as their homeland. The status-reversal argument accurately predicts this policy, because “Greek-leaning” Slavs were a politically disadvantaged group under Ottoman rule.

VLACH-SPEAKING CHRISTIANS
Many Vlachs were primarily herders living a nomadic life, while others were sedentary farmers. A few had settled in larger towns in the Balkans and become merchants or artisans. They spoke a Latin dialect close to modern Romanian. Most of them lived in the Pindus mountain range, but some also resided in the hills near trading centers such as Monastir, Grevena, Kastoria, Koritsa, Moskopol, Veroia, and Edessa.

“ROMANIAN-LEANING” VLACHS.
The Romanian government began its efforts to “awaken” a Romanian identity in the Vlachs of Macedonia in the late 1860s. To gain Romania’s support during the treaty conference in Bucharest in 1913, Prime Minister Venizelos declared that Greece was willing to provide autonomy to the Koutsovlach schools and churches in the newly acquired Greek possessions. The group was recognized as a national minority, and their schools and churches were funded by the Romanian state. This was the first time that the minority provisions of a treaty signed by Greece referred to a national minority. Vlachs had to decide if they were “Romanian” or “Greek.” The governments of the two countries had to compete for their allegiance. In the eparchy of Grevena there were a few “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs, who during Ottoman times were under the protection of Romania.

Their main incentive to identify with Romania was to facilitate herding and commerce with Romania. Romania had pursued a national agitation campaign in European Turkey during the late nineteenth century, and with the Treaty of Bucharest in 1913, Romania achieved the recognition of Romanian minorities in Serbia, Bulgaria, and Greece. The Romanian propaganda in Macedonia waned immediately after its occupation by the Greek Army, despite the treaty provisions; however, it was spurred during World War I under the temporary French military administration. The civil servant for finance at Grevena, Askarides, wrote to Eliakis:

If the French Administration lasts longer and if the National Defense does not incorporate the eparchy of Grevena soon, then they [“Romanian-leaning” Vlachs] will prevail over the Greek element since they are working systematically and intensely in order to establish a precedent which I hope will not be recognized as a permanent situation.

During World War I, Eliakis was mostly worried about the spread of “Romanian propaganda.” Unlike most Muslims and “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs, who were perceived to be backed by enemy powers, Romania was an ally; therefore, the only reasonable policy toward the pro-Romanian Vlachs was to present Greece as a better and more prestigious protector of their rights. Eliakis firmly believed that as soon as the “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs realized that they no longer had a need for external protection, then with the help of school, military service, and church, they would become “pure Greeks.”

In 1917, Eliakis warned Venizelos’s government that the “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs in Grevena had been approached by the Italian authorities there in order to change them into “Italian-leaning” Vlachs. The Italians presented the idea of self-determination to the Vlachs living in the Pindus mountain range, and while the Italian troops were withdrawing, many locals expressed such desires. The Greek police arrested some of the rebels who were against Greek sovereignty. However, the ambassadors of both Italy and Romania protested to the Greek government over these arrests. Eliakis interfered and asked to meet with the prisoners before they were taken to the court-martial in Thessaloniki.

I asked them why they were arrested and they pretended that they had no clue or attributed their arrest to defamations by their enemies. I asked them if they are Greek, and they hesitated to deny the Greek national identity; some even said ‘if only more were like us…’. Following these questions, I talked to them for a long time in this manner: I told them, that since I hear that they speak Greek, I consider them Greek. And they should boast for being Greek since they have the most glorious history in the world.


This is a typical example of Eliakis’s cultivation of the local population. He would emphasize the superiority of Hellenism and Greek culture in general, while at the same time he would attempt to convince them of their Greekness. Sometimes he highlighted the linguistic attributes of the population he addressed, other times their religious affiliation, and sometimes even their dress, like in the following report:

The inhabitants of upper Grammatikovon, where the liturgy is in the Romanian language, are “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs and almost Romans. The potential military recruits of this village are so fanatical that they did not enlist in the last draft; instead they went to work for the English service station. Because of this, the committee of grain storage in Kailaria did not want to supply grain to this village. So the head of this village came to complain. I asked him if he is a Greek and he replied “Don’t you see what I am wearing?” pointing to his dress. I answered that I saw him wearing the Greek fustanella and that I heard him speak Greek, which means that he is Greek, and one of the best for that matter, since the Evzones that also wear the fustanella are the best soldiers of the Greek Army. On this basis and with the above spirit I spoke to him and I could tell the powerful impression it produced. I made him wonder how he could have been unaware that he is Greek.

More importantly for my argument, Eliakis moderated his assimilationist tendencies because of the geopolitical situation. Although he tried to instill Greek feelings in the “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs, he also told them:

If any of you has Romanian feelings, if he is Romanian, I respect his feelings, because Romania is a friend and allied power. We share both friends and enemies with her and we have no conflicting interests since Romania is not considering jumping over the Balkan Peninsula to come and conquer the territories you inhabit.

Eliakis was willing to respect their Romanian leanings, both because he had to and because he considered them to be geopolitically harmless, since Romania was an ally. Accommodation was the policy toward the “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs. A population exchange between Greece and Romania was not considered at all. Greece needed Romania as an ally, and Bulgaria was the common enemy. Finally, the absence of a common border with Romania minimized the perception of threat for the Greek side.

“GREEK-LEANING” VLACHS.

“Hellenovlachoi” was the term used by the Greek administration to refer to Vlach-speaking people who had Greek national consciousness; it stood for “Greek-leaning” Vlachs. These people had sided with the Greek guerrilla troops during the Macedonian Struggle (1903–1908) and had either

---

58. A fustanella is a skirt-like garment worn by men in the Balkans up to the end of the nineteenth century. It was the uniform of the Evzones (light infantry) until World War II; today of the Greek Presidential (formerly Royal) Guard in Athens.
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resisted or escaped the influence of the Romanian and Italian propaganda. They were not mobilized by a competing claim and were thus a good prospect for assimilationist policies. This subgroup thus conforms to the expectations of my theory.

Looking at the Vlach-speaking population and its two sub-groups, we observe that focusing on cultural differences alone does not help us account for the variation in nation-building policies. Both groups spoke a Latin-based language and they should thus be excluded. Instead, the former non-core group, the “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs, was accommodated while the latter, the “Greek-leaning” Vlachs, was targeted with assimilationist policies.

Moreover, the homeland argument cannot help us distinguish between the two sub-groups of Vlach-speakers either, because Romania viewed both as potential co-ethnics. The status-reversal argument correctly predicts a policy of assimilation toward the “Greek-leaning” Vlachs, but is incorrect in the case of the “Romanian-leaning” ones, who were accommodated instead. Both groups were disadvantaged during the Ottoman times, and based on this fact we would expect the Greek administration to pursue assimilationist policies toward both of them. Finally, focusing on the religious affiliation of the two sub-groups leads to similar predictions. Because both groups were Christian Orthodox, they should be targeted with assimilationist policies; however, only the “Greek-leaning” Vlachs were targeted, while the “Romanian-leaning” ones were accommodated. To be sure, assimilationist tendencies were expressed by Eliakis, but the policy during that period was one of accommodation of their differences through Romanian schools and Romanian churches.

GREEK-SPEAKING CHRISTIANS

Within the “Greeks,” the Greek-speaking or Greek dialect–speaking Christian Orthodox population, there was a group referred to by Eliakis as “Skenitai” or “Sarakatsans.” They dressed like Vlachs and lived nomadic lives, but they were considered by everyone, including Eliakis, to be Greeks. There were approximately 40,000 in Greek Macedonia; they took their name, Skenitai (tent-people), from their way of life. In the winter they settled in the lowlands, especially Chalkidiki, while in the summer they tented up in the mountains. This group apparently made no claims to the communal property of the places it inhabited and did not interfere with their administration.61 Eliakis suggested the settlement of this population among groups who had foreign national leanings and its conscription into the Greek army.62 Not surprisingly, all theories make the same prediction for the Sarakatsans: assimilation. They were indeed targeted with standard assimilationist policies such as schooling and military conscription.

61. According to Eliakis, the explanation behind the emergence of “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs was that they were people who immigrated to Romania, but when they came back they were in constant competition with the sedentary local population.
Conclusion

WHAT ACCOUNTS FOR VARIATION IN NATION-BUILDING POLICIES?

My geostrategic argument is largely supported by the evidence provided here. Granted, a set of reports written by a particular administrator in a four-year period is not a representative sample of the Greek government as a whole—not to mention governments in general; however, this level of analysis is crucial if one wants to test the microfoundations of an argument. A theory might make the right predictions, but fail to identify the correct causal mechanisms at work. Historical contextualization coupled with rich archival material allows us to test both the predictions and the causal logic underlying a theory.

The different combinations of interstate relations with external powers and foreign policy goals lead to different predictions of my theory (see Figure 4.1). Looking at Tables 4.2 and 4.3 we see that, consistent with my argument, non-core groups without any external power backing them and claiming their allegiance were targeted with assimilationist policies, and were the least likely to get minority-rights protection. Allied-backed groups were accommodated (Albanians and “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs).

During World War I, we find that Eliakis’s goal was securing the “New Lands” to the Greek kingdom through ironing out both internal and external enemies (See Table 4.2). Besides dealing with direct security concerns, he had to neutralize the propaganda of the various competitors in the region. Under these circumstances, exclusionary policies were pursued toward enemy-backed non-core groups (Koniareoi and “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs). Toward the end of World War I, however, Eliakis becomes more optimistic about the assimilability of certain non-core groups.

Following the World War I, the Greek administration was in favor of the international status quo, and it adopted an assimilationist policy toward enemy-backed non-core groups with an emphasis on political equality and egalitarianism toward the population that it considered as assimilable regardless of cultural, religious, or linguistic differences (Koniareoi and “Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs). Consistent with my theory, the perception of these non-core groups was to a great extent endogenous to the external interference by competing states. The past political behavior of the various non-core groups vis-a-vis the Greek cause in the region prior to the annexation of the territories was also central in the planning of nation-building policies.

Another shortcut the Greek administration used in order to determine whether a non-core group was assimilable was not the particular marker that differentiated it from the core group, but rather the constraints put in place by international and bilateral treaties with neighboring states and great powers (France and Britain). To be sure, besides the constraints—which my theory emphasizes—there were also perceived opportunities, as in the case of the Albanians. Interstate alliances had an effect on the planning of nation-building policies in two ways: through a retrospective assessment based on existing alliances, and a prospective one based on future opportunities for useful alliances.
Table 4.2. Explaining Nation-building policies in Western Macedonia, 1916–1918 (Greece was Revisionist).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-core groups</th>
<th>External Backing?</th>
<th>External Power: Rival or Ally?</th>
<th>Predictions</th>
<th>Intentions</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarakatsans</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valaades</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanians</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Romanian-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ally</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation/Assimilation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koniareoi</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rival</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion/Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion/Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rival</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion/Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion/Assimilation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.3. Explaining Nation-Building Policies in Western Macedonia, 1918–1920 (Greece was Status Quo).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-core groups</th>
<th>External Backing?</th>
<th>External Power: Rival or Ally?</th>
<th>Predictions</th>
<th>Intentions</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarakatsans</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valaades</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanians</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Future Ally</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Romanian-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ally</td>
<td>Accommodation/Assimilation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koniareoi</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rival</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Accommodation/Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Rival</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation/Voluntary Exchange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.4. Evaluating Alternative Explanations in Western Macedonia, 1916–1918.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-core groups</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Status Reversal</th>
<th>Homeland</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarakatsans</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valaades</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanians</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Romanian-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koniareoi</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion/Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion/Accommodation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Incorrect predictions in grayscale.
### Table 4.5. Evaluating Alternative Explanations in Western Macedonia, 1918–1920.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-core groups</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Status Reversal</th>
<th>Homeland</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Greek-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarakatsans</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valaades</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanians</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Romanian-leaning” Vlachs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koniareoi</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Accommodation/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Bulgarian-leaning” Slavs</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Assimilation/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Incorrect predictions in grayscale.
How well do alternative arguments do in this context? State- and regional-level hypotheses such as levels of economic development, regime type, understandings of nationhood, international norms, and so forth are held constant by design. There is, however, group-level variation. Looking at Tables 4.4 and 4.5, we see that cultural-distance arguments cannot explain most of the variation. For example, with respect to the “Bulgarian-leaning Slavs” and “Romanian-leaning” Vlachs, Eliakis’s reasoning was not one of cultural differences or affinities, but rather on diplomatic relations and war dynamics. The former group was backed by a rival power and was thus targeted with intense assimilationist and ultimately exclusionary measures, while the latter was backed by an ally and was accommodated. Even where they make correct predictions it is for the wrong reasons. Koniareoi are not targeted with exclusionary policies during World War I because of their cultural difference, but because of their links to the Ottoman Empire, which was fighting on the side of the Central Powers.

The status-reversal argument does better. This argument, however, can only differentiate between conflict and no conflict and thus has little to say about assimilation or accommodation. For example, although the Koniareoi were members of the dominant group before the Greek occupation, Eliakis pursued a policy of accommodation in terms of their culture and language. This policy directly contradicts the status-reversal argument. It also contradicts my argument, which predicts exclusion during and assimilation after World War I for this group, but the archival material helps us to understand this policy choice. As Eliakis stated, this phase of accommodation was just a step before assimilationist policies.

The homeland argument does worse than the status-reversal one. Whether a non-core group has an external homeland or not is important, but it does not help us predict which nation-building policy the host state will pursue. My theory suggests that looking at the degree to which the homeland interferes with the fate of its “ethnic kin,” as well as the interstate relations of the host state with the homeland, is crucial. Moreover, besides the degree of external interference, the foreign policy goals of the host state are an important factor in the planning of nation-building policies.

FUTURE RESEARCH ON NATION-BUILDING
On the methodological front, I have identified two fundamental problems in the study of nation-building policies: the politics of “counting people” and distinguishing intentions and policy choices from policy outcomes. Both of these challenges hinder the study of state-planned nation-building policies. Not addressing them in our research can lead to deceptive empirical support for theories. In this chapter, I demonstrate the centrality of archival research in the effort to overcome these important caveats in the study of nation-building.

63. For a discussion of the distinction between transitional vs. terminal policies, see Mylonas, Assimilation and its Alternatives, chap. 5.
Bridging the macro-level with the micro-level, i.e., understanding the structure of the international system within which nation-building takes place at the local level, is crucial. Studies that focus on specific regions or specific ethnic groups would benefit from a more explicit treatment of the international dimensions of the process they are analyzing. The international context affects the preference ordering of host states, external powers that contemplate interference, and non-core group elites alike. Scholars studying the politics of nation-building should focus more on the perceptions of state officials as well as the influential international players (great powers, international organizations, non-governmental organizations), and try to identify the new cleavage dimensions that are about to be politicized.

At the same time, studies that emphasize the importance of systemic effects but neglect the micro-level processes at work are also problematic. Such studies often fail to identify the right level of analysis for data collection and hypothesis testing. Moreover, they suffer from a “revealed preferences problem,” because they frequently make inferences about the actor’s motivations based exclusively on their public statements or observed behavior. Archival material coupled with historical contextualization is one way to mitigate this problem. A balanced study of nation-building should bridge the micro-level empirical work with the systemic effects of the structure of the international system by providing a theoretical argument at the meso-level, linking the macro- and the micro-level.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
In this chapter, I have argued that external interference and support for specific non-core groups by competing states affects the nation-building policies the core-group elites pursue. When interstate relations change, policy changes follow suit. In the twenty-first century there are thousands of ethnic groups in over 190 countries, mostly concentrated in post-imperial and post-colonial territories similar to the ones I study. Understanding the logic of nation-building is therefore crucial. Such an understanding could help decision-makers in the international community devise incentives to prevent exclusionary policies, encourage accommodation, or foster national integration.

At least two policy implications follow from my argument: First, in order to improve core and non-core group relations, we should focus on improving interstate relations. The causes of interethnic conflict are often to be found outside the location in which they are taking place. External interference by interested powers politicizes differences that hadn’t been as salient before and often triggers exclusionary policies by the host state; an example of this process occurring in 2008 was the war in Georgia. To prevent exclusionary policies, we should uphold the principle of state sovereignty and minimize external interference as well as border changes. The preservation of the international status quo is the best safeguard

64. For more on this, see Thomas Meaney and Harris Mylonas, “The Pandora’s Box of Sovereignty,” Los Angeles Times, August 13, 2008, p. A17.
against exclusionary policies. As long as there are external powers that have an interest in destabilizing or partitioning other states, assimilationist and exclusionary policies will persist.

Second, if we want a world where non-core groups enjoy special minority rights, we should increase interstate alliances through regional integration initiatives and international institutions. There are two assumptions behind this prediction: that states participating in regional integration schemas such as the European Union are a) less likely to be revisionist; and b) more likely to be in an alliance with their neighboring states, and consequently more likely to accommodate their non-core groups. Countries in regions that have established stable security configurations are more likely to move toward non-aggressive multicultural arrangements.
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